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abna-e-qadeem merrymaking function

THE JAHAALAT OF AZAADVILLE’S OLD BOYS FUNCTION

The Azaadville Madrasah in emulation of the Zanadaqah ‘Old Boys of Aligarh University’,
is organizing a silly, wasteful, proudful function of
laghw and fudhool
to show off its accomplishment in the sphere of Shar’i Uloom.

This function is the very antithesis of the Maqsad (sacred objective) for which a Madrasah is
established. The
Maqsood
of a Madrasah should be nothing other than the Pleasure of Allah Ta’ala by way of reviving and
implementing the Sunnah which the Madrasah is supposed to impart. For achieving this
objective, it is imperative that the Madrasah increasingly and progressively adorns itself with the
humility, simplicity, total lack of ostentation and the
ghurbat
which were the hallmarks and attributes of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and the
Sahaabah.

The following is a letter from a Brother who justifiably voices his indignation and consternation:

Assalamu Alaikum

Recently Madressa Arabia Islamia published a poster advertising for a merrymaking party. This
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party,the first of its kind since no one else introduced such a thing before!!! I don’t even think the
Qabr Pujaari -agents of iblees - have stooped down so low to this level !!!

The poster is an invitation from the Madressa to all Hifz chaps, Qari “Sahebs” and Molvis who
had completed their studies there to have a reunion merry making party and also together
talking about the challenges of the Ulema and other topics they still have no idea what to talk
about!(it’s mentioned in the poster!) - ALL THIS WILL TAKE 3 DAYS - SUBHANALLAH! - at the
end of this September.

Unfortunately this stupid advert has began circulating around these dumb and silly “Ulema &
Jamiat” “Watsapp Groups” One of these dumb molvis from Jamiat KZN accidentally sent me
the poster on WhatsApp.

As I was casually browsing the poster I realised that it was the most stupid and idiotic thing I’ve
ever read and I would be honest to say that no one would expect such NONSENSE AND
UTTER THRASH to ever be published and advertised by one of OUR established so-called
Madressahs’.

Anyway, the contents of the poster together with MY CONCERNS are as follows:

Abna e Qadim (“Special Madressa Reunion Programme“) - As far as the SHARIA IS
CONCERNED, there never was any such thing called Madresah Reunion! I’m almost certain
that this is a new bidah. Did Rasulullah(SallalhuAlyhi Wasallam) by any chance hold any
“Special Reunion” with the Sahaabah(RadiyallahuAnhum). During the time of Imaam Ahmed bin
Hambal (Rahmatullah Alayhi) there was a lot of fitna. Did he hold “reunion” conference
programmes with his students?!! Of course not!!!

In fact reunions are the way and customs of the Kuffar!!! Reunions have no place in Islam right?
However,It is possible that this soon to be Evil Bidah could be nipped in the bud so to speak. If
it’s not taken care of now and the Ulema e Haq don’t speak about this then it’s quite possible
that it will become widespread like the evil satanic seerat jalsa’s etc... (End of the Brother’s
valid lament)
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Indeed, shaitaan has engarlanded Muslims of this era, including the Darul Ulooms and
Khaanqas, with the epidemic of merrymaking functions where they all specialize in eating and
excreting whilst millions of the Ummah are languishing in extreme poverty and ignorance all
over the world.

What has happened to the brains of these Azaadvile molvies? They are supposed to teach
Hadith and practice the commands presented in the Qur’aan and Ahaadith. Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“The Muslimoon are like a single person. If the eye pains, the whole body is affected. If the
head pains, the whole body is affected.”

Today millions and millions of Muslims of this Ummah are suffering and starving while others
professing love for Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and His Deen are lost in nafsaani
enjoyment and
shaitaani israaf, riya,
and
takabbur.
With what calibre of Imaan do these molvis indulge in feasting, excreting, merrymaking,
entertaining, riya and israaf when the Ummah is ablaze with heart-rendering sufferings and
misery? And, while Allah’s
‘lesser punishment’
in the form of widespread violence and looting has already been decreed, these molvis find
leisure and the pleasure for their
khuraafaat
!!!

How many thousands of rands will be gushed down the toilet and sewer drains at the three-day
old boys merrymaking function whilst the Ummah is suffering and while millions are scrounging
for food? Does the Hadith teach such israaf and callousness? Does the Qur’aan teach this? Is
there anywhere in the Qur’aan and Sunnah examples and permission for such waste and bid’ah
functions?
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With their old boys merrymaking functions and sportsfields, the Darul Uloom are aping the
Yahood and Nasaara right into the “lizard’s hole.” Indeed this fallen Ummah has become the
RUBBISH stated by Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam):

“The time will soon dawn when the nations of the world will gobble you (Muslims) with their
coalitions.” Someone asked: ‘O Rasulullah! Will we be few in number on that day?’ Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “On the contrary, you will be abundant. But you will be ghuth
a (rubbish / flotsam / jetsam / chaff).
Allah will remove from the hearts of your enemies fear for you, and He will cast Wahan in you.”
Someone asked: ‘O Rasulullah! What is wahan?’ Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
“Love for the dunya and aversion for Maut.”

Leave alone the masses (awaamun naas), the molvis suffer more from this disease of hubbud
dunya (love for the world)
which is being manifested in these functions of waste, pride, show, merrymaking and satanism.
They should hang their heads in shame. They teach Hadith, but their hearts are like stone or
harder than stone. Their hearts are bereft of the slightest vestige of mercy and feeling for their
suffering brethren in Syria, Burma, Kashmir, Palestine, and elsewhere. Their hearts are rotten
with the diseases of the nafs.

They all come within the scope of the Hadith in which are mentioned some Signs of Qiyaamah:

“Knowledge will be imparted for reasons other than the Deen, and with the amal of the Aakhirat
the dunya will be pursued.”

This is today the condition of the Madaaris and Khaanqahs. The dunya and the nafs reign
supreme in these institutions, hence all this haraam merrymaking, entertainment and satanic
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waste.

There is no goodness in Azaadville’s Old Boys merrymaking function. It is not permissible. It is
bid’ah. It is a ploy of shaitaan in which he has harnessed molvis to execute his pernicious plot of
undermining the Deen and to sever the bond with Allah Ta’ala. This Bond can be strengthened
only by reverting to the Sunnah, not by aping the Yahood and Nasaara, and by innovating
practices, functions, etc. which are in total conflict with the Shariah and the spirit of Islam.

6 Muharram 1441 – 6 September 2019
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